
Meeting on GR82 with Indonesia ICT Minister Rudiantara 

Tuesday, Oct 17, 2017 

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

Ministry of Communication and Information Technology 

Ruang Rapat, 7th Floor 

Jalan Medan Merdeka Barat No. 9 

Jakarta, Indonesia, 10110 

 

Attendees 
 
MCIT:  

1. Minister Rudiantara 
2. DG Semuel A. Pangerapan – Director General for Informatics Applications 
3. Ibu Lis Sutjiati – Special Advisory Staff to Minister 

 
USABC & Members – Around 31 Representatives from various sector industries.  

Key Take-aways 

• In the GR82 revision, there will be 3 categories of data: 

1. Strategic – Data must be stored and processed in the territory of Indonesia. 

Intended for security, intelligence, national IDs, and military. 

2. Important – Data must be accessible to law enforcers when required within a couple 

of days. Storage and processing can be elsewhere. 

3. Low – No requirements 

• Strategic is intended for Government. 

• Corporates/businesses will fall under either Important or Low, except if the data is 

categorized as Strategic by their Sector regulators. 

• This revised regulation, being a government decree, will be applicable to all industries and 

implemented by the respective regulators.  

• While the definition of Strategic, Important, and Low will be provided in the revised GR82, 

the various regulators may follow their own regulations for the definitions, provided such 

regulations exist.  

• The revised GR82 is targeted to be approved at the limited ministerial cabinet meeting to be 

attended by two Coordinating Ministers (i.e. Pak Darmin Nasution, Coordinating Minister for 

Economic Affairs and Pak Wiranto, Coordinating Minister for Political, Legal and Security 

Affairs) in November 2017  

• The status is that MCIT is currently waiting to get inputs from the relevant sector ministries 

and agencies. 

• The draft will be made available to the public by the end of this month (i.e. October), on 

MCIT’s website 

• The Minister encouraged all companies to openly share the discussion with respective 

regulators. 

• The main purpose of the upcoming OTT regulation is to address 3 main issues: 

1. Customer Service 

2. Right and obligation from legal point of view  

3. To address fiscal issues 

• Draft of the OTT regulation will be available next month 



• For TELMIN, the Minister believes the process should start with the Ministers meeting not 

Senior Officials Meeting 

Follow-up Actions 

• Thank you letter 

• Gather inputs and recommendations from members when the draft is available 

Meeting notes: 

Minister 

• We all want to see significant progress or sometimes I dream of having a leap frog. I can do it 

in other matters such as the way the government will make decision on satellites. We have 

our own satellite. We will structure PPP. This may be interesting for the banks because it will 

be structured with the private project financing. The banks in Indonesia, I’m sorry to say, are 

full of products for project financing. Sometimes I meet with bank CEOs and tell them if you 

don’t want to give project financing structure, I will give the project to someone else. Again, 

welcome to my office. We agree some issues have been addressed and some issues are still 

outstanding. But outstanding issues are getting fewer, to my memory. Thank you very much. 

USABC 

• Good afternoon Minister Rudiantara, we are very grateful for your time this afternoon. We 

understand that you had a very busy schedule today. It really highlights the value engaging 

with us, in addition to what you’ve said we’ve met 6 times. We hope today’s meeting is 

productive and valuable to you and we can continue engaging with you. 

• We are also pleased to have you joined the roundtable in San Francisco, even though you 

weren’t able to make your trip. 

Minister 

• I wasn’t able to be present physically at the roundtable but I keep my promise I have to 

around with my friends in San Francisco, so that’s why I participated in the video conference. 

USABC 

• I think the members in SF really appreciate and value the discussion with you and hopefully 

next time when you are in SF, we can do a follow up 

• Finally, I just want to mention I had a call with my colleagues in DC today and its worth 

noting we had a fantastic series of events with Indonesian Officials highlighting Indonesia in 

DC. We were involved in organizing the US-Indonesia Women Summit which was key noted 

by Sri Mulyani and then we had Gala Dinner in which she was also there with Minister Luhut 

and Governor Agus. The theme was Journey to Indonesia. The week was capped off with 

business delegation with Kadin. 

• We met with you last August for our Business Mission and we requested today meeting as a 

follow up to that to really hoping to understand the current status of the GR82 revision that 

is underway. We also hope to discuss the opportunity for public consultation during the 

process. 

• If we have time, we’d like to find out updates on the OTT draft regulation that MCIT is 

working on. And finally, we hope to see you in Siem Reap for TELMIN next month. We will 

bring a delegation of leading ICT companies there. 



• Today we have a group of companies from different sectors and I would like to thank Pak 

Batara as the Vice-Chair of Indonesia Committee. 

Minister 

• To my notes I think we have 2 issues. One is the update on the process of revision of GR82. Pak 

Semmy will give us the update. And second status of upcoming regulation of over the top. Pak 

Semmy is the DG in charge for the internet. 

DG 

• Thank you Pak. The revision of GR82 is still on the way. Apparently the current regulation is still 

in force, so its up to the sector how they going to comply.  

• For data localization, we are going to have 3 categories: 

1. Strategic 

2. Important 

3. Low 

• If it is Strategic and the system electronics are also strategic then the data should be here and 

should be managed by the relevant institutions. This is for security and intelligence. 

Minister 

• Technically, what is strategic? 

DG 

• Strategic have to be handled by local.  

• For Important, you have to demonstrate Indonesia jurisdiction can reach/access the data 

• Low still have the freedom to put where ever you want 

Minister 

• So what is the status now? 

DG 

• The status now is waiting for reply from the sector 

Minister 

• When is the deadline? 

DG 

• This week they should reply to our request  

Minister 

• If they don’t reply? 

DG 

• Then we can proceed with the process to the Coordinating Minister Level 

Member 



• Thank you for the clarifications for the data center definition and the categorization of 

Strategic, Important, and Low 

• My question is about the definition of handling data. Do you mean the processing or just the 

data that need to be in country? Because there are 2 different parts within data 

management. One is storing the data, data have to be in the country and the other one is 

processing of the data. So the requirement, is it covering just data to be resided/stored in 

country or also requiring the data management/processing to be in country as well? 

DG 

• If your data is categorized as strategic, all the storage and processing should be in the 

territory of Indonesia 

Minister 

• Basically, the strategic one has nothing to do with you. This is for intelligence. That is why it 

is called strategic. 

• There will be definition of strategic also. 

• Strategic definition will be more for Indonesia Government Strategic, not companies 

Strategic 

• This is more for intelligence, military, homeland security, Indonesian ID 

• It is funny that data of Indonesian IDs are stored outside Indonesia 

Member 

• Pak Semmy, does this mean that everything except the military or the Strategic of the 

Republic of Indonesia, so banks and corporates will be either Important or Low? 

DG 

• Yes, mostly like that. Except if by Sector Law, they are categorized as Strategic. 

Member 

• Sometimes when we talk to our regulators in the banking sector, they always refer to the 

elucidation of article 17.2 and that the article has one word which is a bit confusing. It said 

‘pengolahan’ and the interpretation of the word pengolahan is pemrosesan, which means 

‘processing’. Everytime we talk to everyone at the working level, they all said pengelohan 

means processing.  

• To us, pengolahan is not processing. You can make the data, cut the data and that is 

pengolahan. For data to become an information, that is pengolahan.  

• But the legal division of the regulators insist the word pengolahan, which is very important 

for us, is interpreted as processing. If this can be clarified by Kominfo as the technical expert, 

then this can solve a lot of headaches of you can have all the data stored here but the 

processing can be done elsewhere, on the cloud, regional data centre. So a simple word of 

pengolahan which I think is not pemrosesan is now being debated and this makes a big 

difference between big data warehouse or data replication and putting everything and 

processing everything here on untested systems or applications like a global trading system.  

• So maybe one of the input from the Association, especially from the banking sector is the 

clear explanation on article 17.2 on this word ‘pengolahan’. If you can either revise it or 

clarify, as the subject matter expert. 



Member 

• I want us take a step back for a minute and really thank the Ministry. 

• This is really a huge progress and really a massive improvement and really good news for 

many companies in Indonesia.  

• We just want to really thank the Ministry very much for this very different approach 

whereby only Strategic data needs to be in the country. This is going to be tremendous for 

the Indonesian economy. So before we get on into too many details, we just want to pass 

along our sincere thanks. 

Member 

• Pak Semmy, I just want to ask question on the definition of Strategic data. As you were 

explaining, will the definition be driven by MCIT or will it be left to the different regulators to 

define what strategic means. Obviously if it will be defined by MCIT, then everybody will 

follow the same definition rather than being left to the respective regulators to define. 

DG 

• We are going to categorize like this; In the Strategic, there 3 levels also:  

1. Strategic - Strategic which have to handled by the Institutions themselves. Can not 

be handed over to any third party.  

2. Strategic - Important 

3. Strategic - Low 

• There will be definition. Up to the sector which definition will apply. If there’s a regulation, 

let’s say from BI, already announce that this is a strategic data, we can not change that. That 

is under the BI law. If there’s no definition on that data under the Law, then they follow our 

definition. 

Minister 

• If I may suggest, we have to also make some sort of analysis here. From the legislation level, 

which is Laws or Bills, and then Government Decree in term of the Govt. or in the Financial 

Services sector based on the law of financial services by OJK until to the POJK or PBI. To date, 

I do not know, to be frank, if there’s any clause particularly define strategic data. I want to 

make it simple. My Ministry, we are not mastering all sectors. In terms of business 

processes. Even with startups, we don’t ask them to seek the permit or license from the 

Ministry, just need to register. We want to make it simple as possible. 

Member 

• I think one of the issues that we face on the ground now, GR82 as far as the effective date is 

concerned, actually it kicks in on 15 October. Therefore, from our compliance perspective a 

lot of people are saying that technically we have gone past the due date. Is there going to be 

a new due date because of this new change of what’s going to be in Indonesia even if it is 

Strategic? Would you consider the October 15, 2017 deadline be revised as well? 

Minister 

• No. Once it is considered as Strategic, it becomes the Govt domain. It is up to the Govt to 

revise to January 1, 2018 or 2019, or 2020, it is Govt. matters. I’m trying to make it simple. 

I’m trying to segregate between the Govt playground and the Private playground. 



USABC 

• So the intent really is that Strategic data would be for the military, intelligence, security, 

national ID 

• Just so I get it right there’s the second level ‘Important’ and then the third level ‘Low’ 

• Important level would needs to be accessible but can be stored or processed in other 

locations 

Minister 

• This is for law enforcement. We have to support the law enforcers in this case, such as the 

police. If there’s a criminal case in the foreign companies involving the data information 

managed by the foreign companies. To me, they may use Cloud or whatever it is, but 

whenever required by the law enforcers, the data has to be available, provided by the 

foreign companies in Indonesia. That is the definition of Important. 

Member 

• So if we can assume that it means as long as we can present the data required, that should 

be OK. That doesn’t mean it has to be on the ground in Indonesia with all the system 

requirement. 

Minister 

• I have discussed with the Police, they don’t care actually whether the server is there or not. 

The important thing is that if I want the data information, then it should be available as soon 

as possible. 

Member 

• Has there been any discussion with OJK at all because they seem to have harsher view on 

the definition. 

Minister 

• On the digital space, my Ministry can not control all sectors. We need support from the 

Sectors to have leadership in the digital. 

Member 

• Once the revision is finished, what kind of regulation will be issued by the Govt? GR, 

Ministerial Decree or Letter from the Ministry? 

Minister 

• Amendment of the GR 

USABC 

• Going back to the process, the timeline you said is this week is the deadline for the inputs 

from the Ministries and by next week you will escalate to the Coordinating Ministries. 

• In the past, we’ve asked about opportunities for public consultation, in terms of that what 

would the process be like? 

Minister 



• Actually this meeting is considered as public consultation 

• I have not experienced during my tenor until now managed the process of issuance of Govt. 

decree but all decrees sent by me have to go through public consultations and the process of 

public consultation is to make the draft available for public on our website to be accessed.  

• We want to perform good governance 

• You can give inputs not only to me but also to all participants of the limited cabinet meeting 

and to both the Coordinating Ministers: Pak Wiranto and Pak Darmin 

Member 

• From the insurance I’m thinking as we are also governed by OJK, does it mean that OJK will 

also follow the new amendment? 

Minister 

• Of course. This is a Govt Decree. 

MCIT 

• OJK is part of the task force. It is not outside and Pak Semmy cannot do it by himself. He is 

the Chief of the taskforce consisting of many government ministries and institutions 

Minister 

• I have had lunch with Pak Wimboh and Pak Tirta and discussed about this. 

Member 

• Can we use this as an input in our discussions with regulators? And we can share this 

information that we discuss here? 

Minister 

• OJK? Of course yes. I want to make it transparent. 

Member 

• Thank you so much for this opportunity 

• As a company, the regulators that governed us is yourself. We feel that this is really a great 

step towards prorogating and providing robust support to our startups. 

• As we have discussed many times, either within the E-commerce associations or through 

Indonesian startups, a lot of them are really growing right now. The decision to place the 

data should be business decision. However, each business should be supportive of  Govt 

efforts and Indonesian Govt regulations. I think we are moving in the right direction. 

• A couple of notes, in terms of Strategic, Important, and Low categories, would there be any 

elucidation? Because I think it is also very important for e g. we have a very good 

collaboration with regard to the Important category with law enforcers mainly with MCIT. It 

will be very good to have a clear procedure who is going to be the clearing house, how are 

we going to clear the requests as well as the time frame. Because I understand there has 

been discussions on time frames within the working group. 

• Lastly and on top of the list, considering the time frame for submission from the Govt is next 

week to State Secretariat, would it be possible for us to get the draft of the revision so we 

can comment on article per article. The last I checked it is still not up on the website. So if 



we can have access to that within this week, we will be able to have more time to give 

inputs, both as an association or as a separate company. 

Minister/DG 

• We hope at the end of this month available to the public. The target is by next month have 

to be discussed at the Coordinating Ministries level, in November. 

• The reason that we will particularly involve 2 coordinating ministries in charge for economic 

affairs and security and political affairs is because the message from the President is very 

loud and clear: for every regulation, we have to discuss across ministries and institutions 

before issuance. And since this is a Govt decree and not a Ministerial decree, it has to be 

escalated to the limited cabinet meeting. We are trying to avoid that there will be a 

controversy in the market that create inconvenience particularly for major stakeholders, 

among others are investors. 

Member 

• Is there any risk that the coordinating Ministries or other ministries will not agree with the 

revision? 

Minister 

• I cannot guarantee but I will let you know that Pak Darmin keeps asking me where the draft 

is. 

Member 

• I understand that one of the category in the revision is Strategic data. Because the insurance 

companies also keeping Indonesian IDs data in the system, will it be considered as Strategic 

also? 

Minister 

• To be frank with you I have to discuss with OJK. But to me it is not Strategic because the 

information kept by the foreign insurance companies in Indonesia is not the ID as we meant, 

which is the E-KTP, which is under the Ministry of Internal Affairs.  

• Indonesia practically, in the digital space, is the largest and the most populous country in the 

world. China, India, America have their own ways, so where is the biggest market? 

Indonesia. We welcome any foreign businesses but please also add value to Indonesia. 

Member 

• Thank you Pak. I think your message on economy and efficiency are loud and clear. GR82 

always focuses on the data center but when it comes to OJK, their focus is on the system 

electronics and we Banks are negotiating hundreds of electronics applications system. So the 

applications are a huge cost but they always defer to GR82. This is very important to us to 

have the right interpretation of the mother law which is GR82.  

Member 

• We appreciate the steps taken 

• I will share with you the document of policy on data privacy and localization which was 

shared at EU in Brussels last week which serve as guidelines on how global companies like us 

are using data and localization approaches with our global clients. 



USABC 

• The Council and our members very much understand the concerns the Govt has with all 

issues regarding, security, privacy, and consumer protection. 

Member 

• Thank you for the updates on GR82. We’d be happy to get some updates also on OTT 

Minister 

• On OTT regulation, I think I have already shared our view on the regulation itself. OTT is the 

presence of the OTT players to address 3 main issues: 

1. Customer Service purpose 

2. Right and obligation from legal point of view  

3. To address the fiscal issues 

• Presence is not necessarily having the OTT presence here. It could be represented. A good 

example is Spotify. 

• Last April, we issued the new business codes (KLBI) that I think will solve many OTT issues. 

• My objective is to add value to Indonesia, not only make Indonesia as a market. 

• The draft will be available next month. 

• I have received your inputs to that. 

USABC 

• Thank you again for your time and we hope to see you during TELMIN on Dec 1. 

Minister 

• I want to reverse the system actually, because to my humble experience, I attended 2 

TELMINs. I see it is only formality for the Ministers because everything already been taken 

care by the Senior Officers Meeting. I think we need to start with the Ministers meeting and 

Ministers will decide and drive the process and the SOM has to sort it out for the ASEAN. 

• I spoke to Philippine and Thailand already and they agree we have to change our mindset. It 

is not only Indonesia. 


